Call: (860)456-0008

2022 LAND ROVER DEFENDER IN WILLIMANTIC, CT

$98985
106 STORRS ROAD
WILLIMANTIC CT,

Scan QR Code or Click Here

VIN: SALE36RU0N2104501

COLOR: FUJI WHITE

STK#: U5528

MILEAGE: 903

EXTERIOR COLOR: FUJI WHITE

INTERIOR COLOR: EBONY

DRIVETRAIN: NOT SPECIFIED

TRANSMISSION: 8-SPEED SHIFTABLE
AUTOMATIC

TRIM: 90 X-DYNAMIC HSE

ENGINE: NOT SPECIFIED

CONDITION: USED

MPG CITY: 17

MPG HIGHWAY: 22
DESCRIPTION/OPTIONS: IN STOCK NOW! Ready for immediate delivery! The right one. Pristine showroom new heavy
option 2022 Land Rover Defender 90 X-Dynamic HSE ! NO paintwork, clear title in hand with 2 keys, ready to go with NO
wait time! Ordered in show stopping Fuji White on Ebony, this 90 X-Dynamic HSE comes optioned up with the 395
horsepower/406 lb ft torque 3.0L 6 cylinder, larger 11.4 inch touchscreen, black contrast roof, 22 inch style 5098 gloss
black wheels with 22 inch full size spare, air suspension pack, electronic air suspension, adaptive dynamics, automatic
headlight levelling, cold climate pack, power heated and ventilated cooled seats with lumbar, heated rear seat, heated
steering wheel with shift paddles, heated windshield, heated power wash, comfort and convenience pack, premium cabin
lighting, front center console refrigerator compartment, clear sight interior rear view mirror, surround view camera with
360 degree parking aide, emergency braking, emergency brake assist, adaptive cruise control with stop and go, blind spot
assist, lane keep assist, driver condition monitor, traffic sign recognition and adaptive speed limiter, rear traffic monitor,
clear exit monitor, premium LED signature headlights, auto high beam assist, power sliding panoramic roof, 700 watt
Meridian surround sound system, online pack, satellite radio, HD radio, Apple CarPlay, android auto, text assistant, voice
recognition, navigation pro, streaming Bluetooth, REMOTE (emergency collision notification, stolen vehicle locator,
remote engine starter), black roof rails, 3 zone climate control with rear cooling assist, power tailgate, ROVER terrain
response with selectable driving and off road modes, and so much more. Carries the full balance of the Land Rover factory
bumper to bumper warranty and comes Carfax Certified for your protection!
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